
SAMPLE BUSINESS PLAN FOR BEVERAGE COMPANY

Ice Dreams shaved ice beverage business plan company summary. Ice Dreams is a start-up retail business selling
shave ice, soft drinks, and licuados.

Once you have started business, it is important that you focus on the consistent delivery of high quality
products. From that perspective, those brands are more like substitute products in the market for our company
and our direct competitor in that sense is the Appy Fizz drinks. Search the web for latest news in the beverage
industry in your country to get some insight into how the market is faring. The customer service would include
streamlining the operational difficulties in managing the supply chain and addressing the problem and
grievances of the channel partners. We have also acquired a permit from Gazipur City Corporation. Should
there be any change positively or negatively in the above factors, it might affect our sales projection, making it
lower or higher. It includes the founders, board of directors, board of advisors, managers, key personnel etc.
We want to target the first two groups for now since regular user will not try our product until it becomes a
trend. The place strategy focuses on the distribution strategy for Nutri including details of the channels and
policies to be used. Thus the distribution pricing policy will remain a little flexible to accommodate other
factors that may influence the distribution cost of the product. The distribution network of the company will be
its primary channel. Find out about the startup costs, the required equipment, and challenges associated with
the business. Bangladeshi people tend to be thirstier due to the warm temperature. The Health and Wellness
products are beverages low on calorific value, sugar and include supplements of vitamins and other essential
minerals. The customer markets can be segmented on the basis of age infants, teenagers, young adults, adults
and elderly people. It helps to improve sales by encouraging instantaneous purchase. Product market The
target customers for the new product are teenagers and young adults between years of age, who live a hectic
work life and are conscious 4 Page their health. In the initial phase of the launch the market exposure will be
lesser and limited. Payment Options Zuzu Lite Energy Drinks LLC always has the needs and convenience of
our customers in mind, and this extends to the payment options we offer to our various customers, as we are
aware that having different payment options will increase our customer base, and invariably, our revenue base.
Advertise our products and services in local and national newspapers, magazines, radio and television stations
Ensure that our business is listed on yellow pages and appear tops in online directories Engage in direct
marketing and sales Use the internet to massively promote our energy drinks Energy Drink Production
Business Plan â€” Publicity and Advertising Strategy Due to the fact that this is an intense and competitive
field, having a publicity and advertising strategy is highly necessary especially if one expects to be in business
for a very long time and also compete favorably with competitors in the same industry â€” both established
and new. If you answered YES to any of the questions above, then i advice you read on. The technical
approach to the operations manual is illustrated below: Figure 4: Operations manual for Sugarcane drinks
production Seleghim, n. It does carry its brand value along with a competitive price offer. In this Gas and
Water bill is fixed and Electricity bill is not fixed.


